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WHAT IS BMR? 

WHAT IS ROUND TABLE BLIND MEN’S CAR RALLY? 

The car rally for the blind is a rally which is based on the concepts of a professional car rally. However 

the rally has been modified slightly where the sighted driver is 'shown' the way by a blind navigator. 

Round Table India is associated with Blind Peoples car rally since last 12 years. The rally was 

conceptualized by RTI and now we are proud to say our city has now taken up this cause. To highlight 

the difference between Sight and Vision, the rally has a driver who can see but will be guided by a blind 

person who can ‘visualize the route through a chart which is given to him only in Braille. 

OBJECTIVE:  

The rally has multi-fold objectives:  
To provide the participants with a feeling of adventure and fun, It also provides satisfaction of trying to 
understand the challenges faced by blind people and their skills in reading Braille. It gives an opportunity 
to the blind navigator to show his/her skill. Rally - A mind game 
THIS RALLY IS NOT A RACE!!! 

While the race is all about speed, rally is a much more complex sport. The skills required in a rally are: 

• Acute sense of direction 
• Ability of mental arithmetic 
• Good driving skills 
• Good reflexes 
• Fast Coordination of skills like listening, calculating, visualizing, driving etc. 
 

TYPICAL ROUTE 

The Round Table Car Rally typically runs for about 65-70 kms. The route is very carefully selected after a 

few routes surveys and includes a variety of tracks including - Highway, main road, side road, tarmac 

road (Metal road) dirt track etc. "Other car rallies build a sense of enmity & competition. But by this car 

rally we have built new & Strong relations of ever lasting friendships. The Time - Distance - Speed 

concept is very good." 

PHYSICAL SUBMISSION OF PARTICIPANT FORM AND DONATION: 

1. Car Rally office: Dynamix Wealth Lounge, 601V, 6th Floor, Suyog Fusion, Opp. Madhuban Hotel, 

Dhole Patil Road, PUNE 411 011. 

2. Visit: www.bmrpune.com 

3. Call @ 7387179797 

4. Mail: bmrpune@rti.in 

 

http://www.bmrpune.com/
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DONATION PER CAR: Minimum Rs. 2000/- per participant (Max of 2 passengers along with Driver) 

The proceeds from the Car Rally will go towards donation to Blind Welfare Association and building 

school for the under privileged children around Pune. 

REGISTER NOW… 

We have limited cars to be flagged off.  

A car rally usually conjures up an image of Safari’s, Jeeps, and other Utility Vehicles bumping its way 

across unfriendly terrain with a rally-hardened team navigating rivers and ditches and finally finding 

their mud-spattered way into an auto magazine. But the car rally coming up this season is a rally with a 

difference. A race which tests not only the skill of the driver, but also the temperament and 

determination of the navigator — in this case, a visually impaired person. 

WHO ARE BENEFITTED BY THIS RALLY? 

Such a rally encourages the visually impaired to go in for adventures showing that nothing is impossible. 

The rally is aimed at creating public awareness about the potential of the blind and developing a feeling 

of competition among them. It is a car rally with a difference... 

Apart from the visually impaired people, Round Table will utilize the funds raised from this event to 

build a school for the underprivileged children in Rajgurunagar. 

But the biggest beneficiary of this event will be YOU and your family members who will get to spend a 

Sunday together, being a part of an amazing adventure; get to interact with a visually impaired person 

and know that your contribution will be utilized for a good cause. 

So what are you waiting for…  

Sign up today 

 


